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English

Maths

This week in SPAG we looked at capital letters. This time we discussed when we need to
use capital letters. For example, the beginning of a sentence, the name of a person, a
place, name of the months of the year and days of the week.  

In English this week we watched a bit more of the Lost and Found film. The children then
pretended that they were the boy and wrote a letter to their family explaining what had
happened so far. The children have been working really hard on their handwriting and are
increasing their stamina with writing, which has really impressed us. We had a fun lesson
on Friday, where we made our own little boats out of lolly sticks, we then wrote
instructions on how to make a boat. 

This week in Maths we have been looking at fact families, related facts
and number bonds to 100. 

If your child needs support with number bonds please try out the 
Hit the Button’ game which you can find on the Top Marks website. There
is such a range of activities starting from number bonds to ten and
moving up to number bonds to 100.

Science
In Science this week we looked at the question, ‘Do we need to
exercise?’. First we discussed what exercise is and what we can do to
exercise. Then, we looked at what happens to our bodies when we
exercise. The children were able to say that we get red, sweat and
our hearts beat faster. We then completed an investigation where we
completed a range of activities for one minute and then measured
our heart rates. We learnt that when we sit our heart rate stays low
but when we run or do star jumps our bodies then start to go red,
sweat and our heart rate increases. 



Dates

RE

Last Day of Term - Friday 20th October

Homework
Please read daily and record it in your Reading Record Book.

Please start to learn the two times tables (from 0x2 to 12x2).
The children will be tested on these, next term onwards. 

Please learn the spellings (Uploaded to Seesaw) to be tested
next Thursday.

Dates

In RE, we thought about questions that Christians might like to ask
God about the creation of the world. We also thought about rules
that we could create to help everyone take care of the world.
Finally, the children drew some beautiful pictures, showing what
they loved most about the world.


